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ABSTRACT

Data Centers have become very popular to store a huge amount /volumes of data. Many companies like Amazon, Google,
Microsoft, IBM, Yahoo, and Face Book use the data center for storage of Web Search, E-Commerce, and large scale
computation. High Speed Links, Low Propagation Delay, Limited sizes Switch Buffer are the main characteristic of Data
Center. Data Center in these days have hundreds of thousands of servers to store the data across many thousands of
machines. TCP is the most popular transport layer protocol that is currently used in the internet. Data Center faces the
different set of problems than internet. TCP Incast is the main problem that the data centers faces. TCP incast problem is
refer to the TCP throughput collapse. When the multiple data sender s simultaneously respond to a single receiver, that is
called many to one communication pattern, the burst data overload the buffer of receiver’s switch. This causes the
throughput collapse that degrades the performance and packets loss. That is so-called TCP incast problem. Many
techniques, approaches and algorithms have been introduced to resolve the throughput collapse problem of TCP. Due to
the switching to cloud computing culture or cluster base switching system those are data centers, the researchers join the
race of research to avoid the throughput collapse issue. Multi-layer approaches & techniques are proposed for incast
problem. Application layer is the most important layer in the TCP/IP structure. This layer has the capabilities to handle or
control to congestion. In this research work techniques for incast problem at Application Layer level is discussed. In this
research work attempt is made to discuss available possible solution for researchers who want to work on the incast
problem at application layer.
Key words: Congestion; Cloud computer; Cluster base system; Data Center; Goodput; throughput collapse
I.
INTRODUCTION
TCP is the one core protocols for the internet protocol suit (IP), it’s so common that the entire suit is called the TCP/IP.TCP
are the currently most popular transport protocol that is used in internet industry. It is the backbone of the today computin g
industry. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is design to operate over the wide variety of the network Topologies and
provide the Connection-Oriented services with guaranteed delivery and sequentially. Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE) published a paper in May 1974 with a title of A Protocol for Packet Network Intercommunication. The
authors are Vint Cerf and Bob Kahn. They describe an internetworking protocol for sharing resources using packet-switching
technique between the nodes. Model’s central control component was the Transmission Control Program that incorporates
both connection-oriented links and datagram services between the hosts. Later on Transmission Control Program was divided
into a modular architecture consisting of Transmission Control Protocol at connection oriented layer and the internet protocol
at internetworking Layer .The model became known informally as TCP/IP. [1].
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TCP use the flow control on end to end so that sender sends the data to fast for the TCP receiver to receive and process the
data reliably. TCP use the Sliding Window for flow control protocol .The receiver specifies in the receive window field about
the amount of receiving data that is willing to buffer the data. The main aspect of the TCP is congestion control. TCP uses the
number of mechanisms to achieve high performance and avoid congestion collapse. The Modern implementation of TCP uses
Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance, Fast-Retransmits and Fast Recovery Algorithms. Sender employs retransmissions that is
based on the estimated time out (RTT) between the sender and receiver and also see the variance in the round trip time.
Congestion Control or throughput has always been the focus of researchers since communication started. Congestion can be
define as a network state, result of over load network resources like switches/ routers, resulting to unexpected behavior of
network with the users which causes the lost or delay of packets. The solution of this problem of the congestion is congestion
control mechanism. Congestion Control is the mechanism that gives us the solution to share the network resources among the
existing competing traffics. [2]

TCP divide the congestion control protocol into two main categories.
A; Single Rate Congestion Protocol that include the Rate Base Approach
1. Rate adaption Protocol
2. Low Delay Base Adaption Protocol
3. TCP Friendly Rate Control Protocol
4. TCP Emulation at Receivers.
B; Single Rate Congestion Protocol that includes the Window Base
1. Random Listening Algorithms
2. Linear Listening Algorithms
3. Multicast TCP
4. Nominee Base Congestion Avoidance
5. Pragmatic General Multicast Congestion Control.

C; Multicast Rate Congestion Control Protocol include the Rate Base Approach
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Receiver Driven layered congestion Control
Fair Layer Increase/Decrease with Dynamic Layering.
Layer Transmission Scheme
TCP Friendly Transport Protocol
Multicast Loss Delay Base Adaption Algorithms

D; Multicast Rate Congestion Control Protocol include the Window Base Approach

1. Rainbow
E; Categorization of Congestion Control Schemes is given below.
1. Window Base or Rate Base
2. Unicast or Multi Cast
3. Single Rate or Multi Cast
4. Peer to Peer or Network Layer Supports
F; TCP use the following main Congestion Control Algorithms
1. Slow Start
2. Congestion Avoidance
3. Fast Retransmission
4. Fast Recovery: TCP Reno
5. TCP New Reno
6. TCP Sack
7. FACK
8. TCP Vegas
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Algorithms are shown in figure 1a.

Fig: 1a

Congestion Control Algorithms [2]

In [3] Wu describe that TCP is one of the most popular Transport Protocol that is currently used in the network. It is also used
in the data center networks. However, due to the incast problem and other issue it violates those assumptions on which the
TCP was originally designed. TCP incast issue potentially arises in many application of typical data centers. For example, in
Cluster Storage, when storage node respond to request for data, in web search, when many worker respond near
simultaneously to search queries. TCP incast attract the attention of many researcher, interest as the development of data
center and cloud computing.
In [4] ,[31]Gibson state that Data Center use the cluster base storage system and in cloud computing data is store at data
centers. Data Stripping Technique is used in the cluster base storage system. In the data stripping technique the data is stripped
over the multiple network storage nodes as shown in figure 1b. Concept behind this technique is segmenting logically
sequential data, simply saying consecutive segment are store on different physical storage device. It is useful that a processing
device access to data more quickly than a single device can provide or multiple segment can be access concurrently.

Fig 1b [5]

In [6] Zhang et al, define This problem arises because the client simultaneously reads fragments of data block from multiple
sources that together send enough data to over load the switch buffer on the client link . These Storage systems consist of
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smaller set of storage servers that store data in spread from across these servers to increase performance and reliability. First
time Incast word in a communication is used by Nagle.

Fig 2a Zhang et al.[6]

In [7] Phanishayee et al, describe that Data block are stripe over a number of servers, such that each server store a fragment of
data block, named as a server request unit (SRU) as shown in figure 2a. A client requesting the data block send the request
packets to all of storage servers containing data for that particular block. The client request the next block only after it has
received all the data for current block, it refer to the Synchronized Read. In [8] Zhang et al 2013 define that Multiple path,
small propagation delay, mixture of long and short flow, low latency. Small switch buffer size is the unique feature of Data
Center.
In [9] Chen et al., 2009 state that In High bandwidth, Low latency data center networks, when the multiple data senders
simultaneously respond to a single receiver, that is called many to one communication pattern, the burst data overload the
buffer of receiver’s switch. This causes the throughput collapse that degrades the performance and packets loss. That is socalled TCP incast problem and this concept is shown in figure 2b.

Fig 2B: TCP Incast [10]

It has become a new hot research topic in these days due to the industry and many organizations keeping a deep interest in
switching to the cloud culture. TCP in data center has been a major concern recently because it leads to impairments such as
TCP incast. With the cloud computing culture it become a important issue for the researcher because conventional TCP do not
work properly. Data center face a different set of challenges then the internet. Many techniques, approaches and algorithms
have been introduced for resolving the through put collapse problem of TCP. Due to the switching to cloud computing culture
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or cluster base switching system that is data centers. The researchers join the race of research to avoid the throughput collapse
issue. There is still need of improvement in this field. Many possible solutions have been proposed from the aspects of
multiple layers in which application layer, transport layer as well as link layer are also include.
There are many techniques for controlling TCP throughput collapse ranging from replacing TCP to alerting switches and
routers. A major problem arises when conflicting goals such as congestion control and maximizing link utilization are address.
In such scenarios it is real hard to reach a tradeoff between these two. So it is real important that whatever strategy is used
these two goals should not affect each other drastically. Aprot from maximization of utilization and congestion control it is
also important that the link also converges to it fair share.
II.
APPLICATION LAYER’S SOLUCTIONS FOR INCAST PROBLEM AT DATA CENTER NETWORKS
Application layer is an abstraction layer that provides us most important benefit that it hides the detail of implementation of
particular detail. According to the OSI model that describe application layer is a user interface. The basic responsibility of
application layer is that is provide the human recognizable format like GUI to user for displaying the images and data and also
have the functionality for interface with lower level layer of application layer. [11]
Application-layer protocols participates a key role in network programming. Programmers are more familiar with them and
more probable to implement them. Elegant application-layer protocols follow many patterns that perk up the performance of
applications by means of these protocols. They present a subset of these patterns that focuses on the congestion control at the
layer of application. [12]
Many researchers contribute their effort to minimize the incast problem at Data center. Some of the solutions are highlighted
in this section. Researchers have already proposed many solutions to avoid the incast problem, of course their solution solves
the incast problem from different aspects such as tuning parameter or design new design approaches. Different solution is
proposed at data link layer, Transport and network layers, but these layers require some modification of protocol or stack and
network switches and routers. We are going to explore the application layer approaches that do not require any modification at
any element of network.
2.1 Increasing the SRU Size.
[13] Data is stored at data center networks and read or accessed by the user on demand over the network, and that network
could be wide area networks. Many company like Google, Hotmail, Amazone.com, IBM, Microsoft are providing the service
to access, store, and process the data. To increase the performance and reliability of the system data is distributed over multiple
servers. Stripping of data of at multiple nodes causes a fruitful factor of decrease latency of data center.
In [14] When increase the Stripping Ratio form the certain limit it causes the drop the throughput in the network. In other
words when we increase the number of nodes that have the stored data, it causes the throughput collapse or throughput
collapse when served to user at request and cause Incast. So we can’t do it beyond the certain limit. In [15] Phanishayee in
2007 describe the application layer approach to overcome the incast problem or to mitigate the affect of incast problem. The
main idea of Phanishayee’s thinking is based on the main cause of incast that is multiple servers or nodes communicate with
switch simultaneously. More sending data to the client simultaneously, more possibility of occurrence of incast. Phanishayee
mitigate the affect of Incast with the technique of reduced the number of servers or limit/minimize the number of servers that
is going to communicate with switch/client, in such a way that increase the size of SRU (service Request Unit).when increase
the size of SRU, its means that now the data is stored at the small number of Nodes or servers. Thus the simultaneously
sending the data to the single switch is reduced and also minimize the chance to full the buffer of switch that cause the no loss
of packet or data. Thus by using the technique of increasing size of SRU is beneficial to mitigate the affect of Incast Problem.
Increasing the SRU size mean that data block is being stripped on fever serves. Now at every request of client for the same
size of data switch have to receive the data from small numbers of servers to avoid the incast .Following figure show the affect
of Varying of SRU size at different value and monitor the through put with constant buffer size of 64 KB as shown in Figure:
3a.Phanishayee’s simulation result show that as we increase the size of SRU from 10K to 1000K after that to the 8000K we
note that through put improves. So according to the Phanishayee when we use the increase the SRU size technique it prevent
from incast problem. Figure 3b also show some more detail simulation result at different SRU Size.
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Fig 3b Affect of Varying the SRU Size: Large SRU Size improves good put.[15]

Fig: 3a Affect of Varying the SRU Size: Large SRU Size improves good put.[15]

Result shows that when switching the SRU size from 10K to 1000K good put improve. When use the large the SRU size,
Server will use the spare link capacity made available by any stalled flow waiting for a timeout event, this is helpful reduces
the ratio of timeout time to transfer time. It is quite impractical that used the size of SRU to 8000K.Most application used the
small chuck of data. Normal range of the SRU size is from the 1 to 64K. When large SRU size is used, it requires the storage
system to allocate the pinned space in the kernel memory of client. It causes the extra memory pressure or thus it increases the
pressure on the memory. The pressure on memory is the most critical and main cause of client kernel failures in the fast file
system implementation.
2.2 Limiting the Number of Synchronously Communicating Servers;
As discuss above the main cause of Incast is the over flow the buffer of switch. Buffer is overflow when the multiple Nodes or
servers simultaneously communication with a single switch that is many to one communication pattern. In [16] Krevat
describe another application layer Approach to mitigate the affect of the incast problem. Krevat use limiting the number of
synchronously communicating servers. According to the Krevat restrict number of the participating servers or nodes that
synchronously communicate in many to one data transfer pattern. Pinpoint at what scale servers experience the throughput
collapse or degrade good put, as shown in Figure 4 at a certain point when the number of servers increase the good put
decrease. Define the range and limit the parallelism of all upcoming data transfers, remember it should be within that defined
acceptable range.
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Fig: 4a Incast Problem=Throughput /Good put degrade when multiple servers simultaneously transfer data.[15]

Krevat describe that Panasas adopt the same above idea that limit/reduced number of servers or nodes that are involved in one
data transfer. Divide the large pond of servers into small RAID groups of limited or restricted range and forced any
communication to communicate at a time with one RAID group. Most important point of this technique is that stripping ratio
is limited to a one RAID group. In other words when strip the data block over the multiple server then keep in mind that these
servers are within the one RAID group. But different block of different data can be stripped at different RAID groups. RAID
grouping is very similar to Figure 4b and 4c that show the grouping of splinting data within RAID group. [17]

Fig: 4b RAID group [18]

Fig: 4c Different Data Blocks are stripped at different at RAID Groups [19]

2.3 Throttling Data Transfer;
In [16] Krevat describe the Throttling Data Transfer Technique to mitigate the affect of Incast problem at data center. Client in
the network can throttle the servers; send the rates in the form of advertising a small TCP receive Buffer. This throttling
technique is very helpful in limiting the TCP window size of any request. In other words the TCP window size of any request
is limited by the Throttling technique. This Technique is helpful in improving scalability and also give the advantage of more
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requests are made parallel and to a large number of servers. In [20] define the network band width throttling mechanism as
shown in given below figure.

Fig:5 Network Bandwidth Throttle [20]

Throttling technique give advantage of mitigate affect of Incast, unfortunately it affects the some other parameter. A static
throttling rate also affect the link capacity, it may have adverse affect of underutilization of link capacity of client in the case
of when TCP window are not allowed increasing to proper size. For avoiding incast on the one request a client discover the
good resultant or fruitful rate must also avoid making multiple request in parallel, also do the throttling or adjust the throttling
rate when necessary. Due to some weak point throttling technique is less appetizing.
2.4 Staggered Flows;
In [21] Ren describe the staggered flow technique to avoid the incast problem at datacenter networks. Ren limit the number of
servers that are synchronously communicate. The most fruitful thing about the staggered technique is that affect of staggered
can be produced either by the clients and servers. In other words staggered can be produced on clients side as well as servers
side. If you want to produced the staggered affect on the clients side then client have to request the only subset of the total
block fragments at a time.In this approach a limited number of servers will synchronously response to the client.
Servers can deterministically or randomly delay their response to a request .Before the sending the data in the respond on the
request, server have to wait explicitly pre assigned time or for a random period. Thus this approach limits the number of
servers that are involved in parallel transfer of data. Servers can also response to the other request during the delay period.
In [22] Yang describes the staggered flows technique to avoid the incast problem at data center networks. In this he describe
that key cause of incast is the TCP timeout deriving from packet loss at the switch. If we have a ability to prevent the packet
loss at switch, Due to no packet loss there is no TCP timeout and the incast problem is surely to be avoided if there is no TCP
timeout. Yang describe that in a typically striped data transfer, many servers (senders) receive the requests from one client
(receiver) and then concurrently begin the transfer of data. He describes that concurrently does not mean that all the senders
start sending their data (SRU) exactly at the same time. If we see it at micro view level, packets are sent one by one from the
servers. He shows in his experiment that there is 20 micro seconds interval between the two adjacent arrival requests. This
interval is so small that it has no affect on the performance of the system so we can consider this flow as a concurrent flow.
When buffer of switch will become full it has a pressure on its queuing buffer due to this it will lost some of its packets to
release the pressure on the queuing buffer. Yang uses the basic concept of micro second delay of time interval to avoid the
incast problem. Prevent the appearance of concurrent transfer of data flows is the affective way to release the pressure on
queuing buffer ,when there is no pressure on the buffer then switch will never drop the packets and finally no timeout will
occur. Therefore this technique is useful to avoid the incast problem. Yang inserted the proper staggered time period between
the starting points of every other flow in each transfer round of SRUs. When the proper staggered time is inserted, the flows of
data transfer will not become concurrent, as well as variation of congestion windows at the senders. Due to staggered flow or
inserted time slice the concurrent flow will finish and finally there is no pressure on the queuing buffer and it is helpful to
mitigate the affect of incast. This concept of insertions of time slices before the each flows is shown in given Figure 6a.As
shown in figure the flow start at a sometime interval of first one,
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Fig: 6a Staggered Flow Transfer Pattern [22]

The simulation result of the Yang show that staggered is helpful for avoid to the incast problem and graphical result is shown
in figure 6b. In the simulation work the number of servers are 4,8 or 16 that send one SRU that have 200 packets,and1.5kb per
packets. Buffer size is 64KB (43 packets) and link bandwidth is 1Gbps,also RTOmin is 200ms.Each transmitted data block’s
SRU is start at different time to finish the concurrency and that time slice is constant or fixed for every flow. As shown in
figure 6b the staggered time slice are ranging from 10-6s to 10-1s and scale of the time is logarithmic and in each scale we
pick up about 4 samples.

Fig: 6 b Simulation result of relationship b/w the good put and staggered time Slice [22]

When the staggered time slice approaches to the transfer time of SRU, the performance will improve drastically. This is very
similar to the serial communication of the SRUs that is much useful to avoid the incast problem. Figure 6b also show that in
the normal transformation or concurrent flow the length of the queue of the switch is always reaching to the limit of the buffer
capacity and in staggered flow the queue length is always be kept at zero.
Yang develops the following three equations for theoretical Model for good put that is base on chen model. First equation
show the good put in that case when the all the flows are transmitted concurrently without any staggered time slice.

Second following equation show the theoretical good put when the incast will ocure.
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Third following equation show the value of good put when staggered flow technique is used.

2.5 A Scalable Approach;
In [23] 2013 Yang expands his work of staggered flow and finds optimal way to stagger the flow. Yang describes the scalable
approach to mitigate the affect of incast in the data center networks. In the previous work he defines the time slice in the form
of staggering to prevent the concurrent transfer of data that is much useful to avoid the incast. In this latest work, he expand his
work, how much the time slice is inserted in such a way that we can get optimal good put as well as the reliability and good
performance. The scalable approach of Yang is describing in the following figure 7 that show its latest work of staggered.

Fig: 7 staggered flows transfer [23]

In the scalable approach Yang inserted the variable time slice and measure the performance in the form of good put and fine
the optimal time slice that staggered the flow that prevent the concurrent flow to avoid the incast, and that optimal time slice is
the scalable approach shown in figure 7a that are concurrent flow and no time slice that’s why it create the pressure on the
buffer that cause the packet lost and finally incast will occur. In the fig 7b show the staggered affect that second flow starts its
transmission after some time interval. Final Yang fine the optimal time slice that is inserted and give us the maximum good
put that is much useful to prevent the incast and have the fruitful affect on the performance as shown in fig 7c.The staggered
time slice is just as long as one transfer time of SRU. In his latest work flows are completely staggered and SRUs sent as a
serial communication. The affect of staggered on the good put is shown in figure 6 in the form of graph. He also does
simulation for large and small scale environment.
Yang also tries to reduce the affect of overhead. Yang thinks that there are some parameters that may influence the
performance so try to reduce these parameters. When the client sent the request for SRU then has to wait for transmission
back. In this case whole system has to wait for at least 1 RTT during each transfer of SRUs. If the size of SRU is not very large
as the RTT is relatively long, then the good put performance is much lower then we expected. Figure 8a show this problem.

Fig: 8a Requesting Over Head [23]
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Then Yang redesigns the requesting wait of client in such a way that reduced the overhead and improves the performance or
good put. Yang introduced in this latest work accurate timing control on each request of SRU. To remove the redundant period
b/w the transfer of adjacent SRU, use the system call to control the transmission time of request. The next request may be sent
even when the client is receiving the previous SRU. According to the Young that with the use of Timing Control (TC)
performance gets up to 10 % increment .So the latest work of Yang in scalable approach is to involvement of timing control
mechanism. The graphical affect of timing control in shown in figure Fig: 8b

Fig:8b Improved approach of Yang with Timing Control [23]

2.6 Application Level Scheduling;
In [24] Podlesny describe the scheduling application level approach to avoid the affect of the incast problem. The main idea of
Podlesny’s approach is to schedule the response of server to data request so that no packet loss occurs at the bottleneck link.
Proposed schedule of server’s responses is shown in figure 9a, which has a maximum of N concurrent TCP flows.

Fig: 9a Scheduling of server response [24]

Podlesny define the maximum good put of an application in the data center with lossless scheduling as given below formula.

Where Ssru is the size of SRU, wnd max is the maximum number of packets in one flow, C is the bottleneck capacity, R is the
propagation delay, B is the buffer size, Sis the size of data block, n is the number of servers, Sf is the total size of data frame, S
data is size of data packets ack is the size of ack packets is the number of group of concurrent flows, Delta T is the TCP timer
granularity in client of operation system,
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To avoid the loss of data, Podlesny describe that the response of server have to schedule by group. N flow in the group, at time
movements 0, T, 2T…,T([n/N]-2), T([n/N]-1). If generalizing, ith server, where 1<=i=<n start responding at time ti and
complete transmission at time ti+T we define the number of groups of concurrent flows k as k=[n/N].
The simulation result of Podlesny is shown in given below that show the improved good put after scheduling process.

Fig: 9b Simulation result of Podlesny [24]

In [25] Podlesny also describe the practical case of request handling. The most practical and common structure that is mostly
used in the data center is shown in figure 10. This design is widely used in large scale web application. When a user or client
makes a request for example that is the search query. Each request is passes through two stages. Initially it is processed at the
server called High level Aggregator (HLA). HLA splits the request into multiple parts for example text or image part, then
each part of the request is sent to the their servers that is called as a Medium level Aggregator.MLA send the request to related
worker that are the data centers. MLA is responsible for sorting the information that is related to particular part of the request.
The worker finaly responds to the MLA when it processes the request. MLA sends back to the HLA. On receiving the respond
from the all MLAs, Then HLA responds to the client by sending the data from all MLAs.

Fig: 10 Partition Large Scale Application & Deployment of Scheduling at Data Center [25]

Podlesny deploy its scheduling mechanism at MLAs that is useful to avoid the affect of incast. When multiple users request to
the data center application then MLAs process them through the FIFO mechanism that has the queue that store the request. On
receiving the request from HLAs, an MLA performs the schedules to the data center, each data center immediately responds to
the received request. The process of two user request is shown in given below fig: 11
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Fig: 11 Request Process and its stages [25]

2.7 Global Scheduling of Data Transfer;
In [26] Yongmao describe the global scheduling for transfer of data that is much useful to overcome the situation that a client
might be running the several workloads simultaneously. Yongmao’s technique limits the number of servers that are
simultaneously responding to the any client. This idea of Yongmao uses the SRU tokens, where servers cannot transmit the
data unless it has a SRU token. System creates K SRU token for each client in the global token pool. When the user send the
request to all the servers containing the requested data, but only the servers that have token can sent the data to the client.
Thus this approach limits simultaneously respond servers. But it is too difficult to find the optimal value of tokens.
In [16] Krevat described the more detail work of token system, when the token is free after data transmission from the servers.
It should pass back to the token pool and is available for further servers. There are different algorithms for deciding where and
how to pass token. According to the Krevat simple round robin technique may also useful for the small scale networks. He also
introduce the token authority that issue the token when requested and also receive back token when it expire or servers
finished its data transmission. Token authority also has the queue that maintains the servers that are waiting for the tokens. It
also helpful in the load balancing .Simple round robin scheme is shown in given figure 10. [27]

Fig: 10 Round Robins [27]

2.8 Application Base Approach ;
In [28] Pathak described the new approach to avoid the incast problem. Pathak’s approach is based on the application side as
shown from its name. Pathak‘s solution can be implemented at the client side. In this technique split the RTOmin
(Retransmission Time Out) of operating system as shown in Fig:11a [28].Splitting of RTOmin is useful to minimize duplicate
ACK to improve the TCP throughput or to avoid the incast problem. As shown in figure 11a RTOmin of client is divided into
the some time slots.
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Fig: 11a; A Application Base Splitting of RTOmin into the Timeslots [28]

TCP’s recovery mechanism after timeslots is shown in figure 11b; in the first TCP communication the acknowledgement is
sent only last packets. Similar in second case when the timeslots will complete then check that any packet is receiving or not.
If there is no packet received then it automatically send an ACK of received packet..In third case the ACK is sent only the lost
packet as shown in given diagram.

Fig: 11b; TCP’s Recovery Mechanism after timeslots [28]

2.9 TCP Pacing;
In [22] Yang described that Takano et al propose the new approach of TCP Pacing to avoid the incast problem at data center.
TCP Pacing controls the packets sending rate with the help of inserting gap packets from the certain application.
In [29] Ghobadi described that the TCP Pacing work for reduced the burstiness of TCP traffic and to reduced the impact of
small buffer in routers. He developed the model that demonstrates with a small size of buffer, as number of concurrent flows
are increased beyond a point of inflection (Pol), Globoid’s model present lower bound for Pol and argue that increasing the
number of flows beyond the Pol, increases the interflow burstiness of paced packets and diminishes the affectiveness of
pacing. TCP pacing approach combine the pure rate control and window control of TCP to reduced the short time scale
burstiness of TCP flows. TCP pacing adjusts the ACK’s incorrect timing. According to the Ghobadi’s approach TCP Pacing
spreading injections over the course of one RRT that make the traffic smother.
In[30] Wei describe the some drawbacks of the TCP Pacing the performance of the paced flows is often lower than that of
nonpaced flows when they share the same network. As shown D<C in figure in 12.

Fig: 12 TCP Pacing conclusion of propose model [30]
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III.
CONCLUSION
In research of this paper we discussed the TCP incast throughput collapse problem in Data Center Networks in detail. This
research work has two phases, in first phase we discussed the incast problem and how the incast problem is generated. In
second phase we discussed the available solution that is useful to mitigate the affect of incats problem at application layer. In
this paper we summarized all the available solutions of Incast problem at application layer perspective .We explored that there
are two main approaches, optimizing the data sending pattern and packet pacing approaches that are useful to mitigate the
affect of incast data center networks from an application layer perspective. Many researchers contribute their efforts but
further research is required at the level of optimizing the data sending pattern. This approach will give us the fruitful result
from an application layer perspective. Application layer’s approaches do not require any changes to the network switches and
TCP stack. So we can mitigate the affect of incast problem without interrupting or modifying the protocols as well as the
network elements. Approaches that are based on the application layer require further research because these approaches do not
affect any protocols. Multiple techniques are proposed at multiple layers and still further research is required at application
layer.
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